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Italian Group - Introducing
music to students

Extra Curricular Activities

“I am the resurrection and the life. The one who believes in me will live,
even though they die;" John 11:25

Dear Hope School family,
Our Lord has written the promise of the resurrection not in books alone, but in
the lives of young & marginalized children. Despite all of the personal
misfortunes, sufferings and daily difficulties, the measureless source of our joy is
revealed in the fount of eternal hope! Yes indeed; Hope is given to those young
children in our care.
This Easter represents a turning point in Hope School career. It's time to reveal
our progress, to look more at what's coming ahead:
1- The School: the Academic and educational process has improved remarkably;
teachers now have job security, which was missing in the past, they get their
salaries on time and even before the end of the month. Students have more
discipline, more open to others comply with rules and instructions, but most of
all the academic results are improving.
2- Chicken farm: The Board managed to restart the chicken
farms. Last October we started with 2100 laying hens and in
March 2015 we have increased the number to 4000. The facts
that will double the production to an average of 3600 egg a day.
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3- Laundry Section: The newly constructed Laundry section has
been completed. Work started in June 2014 by the Teen
Missions International, however, due to the regional unrest during that time work
was stopped. Funded by Embrace the Middle East, Hope school was able to
continue the project and complete the entire work. Our sincere thanks go to
Teen Missions-USA and Embrace the Middle East - UK. The inauguration
ceremony is expected to be in April 25th.
4- Kindergarten: Work on the Kindergarten area started in March, 2015. The
work is expected to finalize by the end of April. We need to prepare it for the
new school year in September 2015.
5- Visitors: Many friends from Europe and USA visited the school during the
past two years; we were delighted to welcome Open Doors, Educational
Opportunities (EO) and PCDC group who visit the school biannually, this term
we had 3 PCDC members staying with us for 18 days they supported the

boarders so that they could go on a school trip. We also had two volunteers from
the United Methodist Church, who were of great help to the school.
6- Extra Curricular activities: the program was full of activities that engaged many
of the school students: an Italian concert played a special show (Jazz Music) for
the school students, “Young life” group used to come to the school on regular
basis for entertaining events and finally the school organized a soccer
competition engaging the boarders and the day-school students.
Dear faithful friends:
Your support is highly appreciated; it makes our dreams come
true and our future more blossoming. We urge you to email us if you have any
questions or inquiries as to how you can help our ministry. Opportunities for you
to be part of Hope School are many. It is our hope that you will find joy and
ways to participate and support. Walk with us as we continue our journey to act
more fully into where God is leading us.
Easter Blessings to you and your families.
Greetings from:
Khader Saba, Chairperson
Dr. Jihan, Headmistress
Leila Nour : Fundraising and Sponsorship Coordinator

